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Glacier Black and White
Black and White united with sharp and 
sassy styling makes this a vibrant kitchen 
with the wow factor.
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Glacier  
Aubergine and  
Jasmine

Double your delight by mixing colours to 
great effect. Dark sumptuous Aubergine 
sits perfectly against light catching 
Jasmine, adding contrasting character 
to your favourite room.
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Glacier  
Graphite

Don’t be fooled by the quiet tones of 
Graphite. Add a dash of originality with  
a sparkling red splashback and see  
how bold a design you can create.
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Glacier  

Mix together modern living with timeless 
style by combining clean Vanilla with 
elegant Noce woodgrain.

The gloss doors stand out all the more 
against the diamond cut brick effect 
glass splashback.

Noce and Vanilla
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Premier White Text and Grey Avola Pure and simple. The clean freshness of White Text 
breathes life into the kitchen’s heart, and perfectly 
complements the driftwood texture of Grey Avola.

Grey Avola is shown in the horizontal grain option. This must be specified on order.



Rift Oak
Premier
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The sweeping curved doors help this 
kitchen layout flow, and the cross ribbed 
grain of Rift Oak adds remarkable texture 
to the surface.
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Folded Pillasters are a feature 
available in all vinyl colours.
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and

Sambesi
Premier

White Text
Wave

The Wave doors use the latest technology to create a unique 
rippled surface, accentuated in cool White Text. Combined  
with exotic Sambesi in an optional horizontal grain direction  
they produce a light, airy and contemporary kitchen.

Sambesi woodgrain and Wave design are shown in  
the horizontal option. This must be specified on order.
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Scooped out specially to take the stylish 
inset handles, this door is available in any 
vinyl and made to measure sizes.
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The softly moulded door edges make this the door 
for the 21st century and beyond. Mainau Birch is a 
refreshing woodgrain which partners vibrant colour 
schemes especially well.
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Portofino Cherry
Scoop

Mainau Birch
Millennium



Tobacco
Malaga
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Dramatically dark and mysterious, yet 
warm and comforting. The deep tones 
of Tobacco suit a simple style to create 
a modern kitchen with character.
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Walnut
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Geneva
The soft curving profile of Geneva 
equally accentuates the delicate Beech 
woodgrain and the rich tones of Walnut. 
Limitless door sizes are available to 
create your perfect kitchen.
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Beech
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Made from the finest ingredients. 
Take soft Ivory Oak woodgrain doors, 
mix with truffle glass splashbacks and 
a rich walnut worktop. Irresistible.

Ivory Oak
Shaker
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Shaker
An urban setting or a rural look can be 
elegantly fitted out using the traditional 
Shaker style. Create a timeless kitchen 
in whatever space you have.

Lissa Oak
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LyonMelbury Melbury is a classic raised panel door, 
now able to be curved to soften your 
kitchen’s styling. The striking woodgrain  
of Lyon is a perfect partner.



Pale Cream
Sherwood
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All the features you would expect in such a 
classic kitchen are easily achieved in Sherwood 
style. The tongue and groove effect doors and 
end panels are perfectly accentuated in the soft, 
welcoming shade of Pale Cream.



Colbourne Chestnut

The simplicity of a shaker style door with 
chamfered and rolled edge profiles soften 
this style to create subtle highlights in the 
striking Chestnut woodgrain.
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Feel at home with the gentle, warm 
pearwood shades. This kitchen reflects 
tradition with fretted window pane doors 
and a generously sized built out canopy.
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Swiss Pear
Ashford



Montana Oak
Kielder
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A perfect marriage of styling and colour 
makes Kielder Montana Oak a versatile 
choice. The flexibility of door and panel 
sizes, makes it easy to design features 
often found only in hand-crafted ranges.
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Vanilla Text

Glendale
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Create a contemporary country 
look with the comforting tone  
of Vanilla, bringing a breath of  
spring freshness into your home.



Curved
Doors
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Curved Vinyl doors are available in all 
colours and a wide range of styles.

Curved Glacier doors are available  
with matching coloured edge.
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Black

Vanilla

Metallic Blue Metallic Champagne

White

Cashmere

Jasmine

Sand Beige

Aubergine

Graphite

Noce

Dual Edge

Matching Laser Edge

Glacier Range
The Glacier range uses Acrylic and PVC laminated to MDF to 
produce the perfect gloss surface. It can then be edged with 
Matching Laser Edge creating a seamless join or the Dual Edge.

Ideally suited for the sleek modern kitchen, bedroom or bathroom, 
this range has the flexibility of made to measure sizes, with both 
curved and glazed doors available.



Ashford

Glendale

Millennium

Sherwood

Broadway

Harmony

Milo

Tudor

Cathedral

Kielder

Premier

Twin Panel

Chester

Lincoln

Roma

Vienna

Colbourne

Madrid

Scoop

Washington

Door Styles
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All door designs shown are available in a 
full range of plain and woodgrain vinyls.

Eclipse

Malaga

Ascot

Wave

Geneva

Melbury

Traditional Cornice

Modern Cornice

37mm Folded Pillaster

Traditional Pelmet

Modern Pelmet

100mm Folded Pillaster

Shaker

York
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